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ABSTRACT
The computer security community has long advocated defense in depth, the concept of building multiple layers of defense to protect a system. Unfortunately, it has been difficult to realize this vision in practice, and software often ships with inadequate defenses, typically developed in an ad hoc fashion. Currently, programmers reason about security manually and lack tools to validate assurance that security controls provide satisfactory defenses. In this position paper, we propose STRATA—a holistic framework for defense in depth. We examine application of STRATA in the context of adding security controls to legacy code for authorization, containment, and auditing. The STRATA framework aims to support a combination of: (1) interactive techniques to develop retrofitting policies that describe the connection between program constructs and security policy and (2) automated techniques to produce optimal security controls that satisfy retrofitting policies. We show that by reasoning about defense in depth a variety of advantages can be obtained, including optimization, continuous improvement, and assurance across multiple security controls.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The security community has long encouraged programmers to strive to implement defense in depth, where multiple layers of security controls are employed to protect security-sensitive operations. However, programmers almost always focus on functional and economic issues initially, often delaying the introduction of needed security controls until after initial deployment. As a result, programmers often find themselves in the so-called penetrate-and-patch mode, removing vulnerabilities as they are identified by adversaries.

Even when programmers decide to add the security controls necessary to implement defense in depth, they face many practical challenges. First, retrofitting software with a security control requires a comprehensive understanding of the program code and security requirements to integrate the security controls correctly. For this reason, past projects that retrofit software manually for attack containment [?], authorization [?], or auditing [?], often span multiple years. Gaining consensus over whether the implementation of a security control is satisfactory is ad hoc [?], and mistakes have been made [?, ?], some of which were not discovered until years later [?]. Second, retrofitting software with security controls must account for several other factors beyond security. Naive containment implementations can cause tremendous performance overheads and naive authorization mechanisms can result in spurious policy management. As a result, many attack containment projects, particularly for performance-critical software such as operating systems, have been abandoned and some authorization mechanisms have been refined several times after introduction [?]. Third, security controls may interact, making other controls unnecessary or impacting their placement. For example, if authorization prevents data leakage provably (noninterference [?]), then there is no need to audit for data leaks. However, programmers lack tools to reason about such interactions, resulting in unnecessary or misplaced security controls.

Researchers have recognized that programmers need assistance in retrofitting their programs with security controls, but the proposed automated methods still require too much programmer effort, fail to account for factors other than security, and do not reason about multiple security controls. First, researchers have proposed automated methods to detect missing or misplaced authorization controls [?, ?] or even retrofit programs for authorization [?, ?]. These methods require detailed program knowledge, such as security-sensitive data types, variables, and/or statements, or require a partial authorization implementation. Second, methods to retrofit for authorization and attack containment [?, ?] have been naive about the impact of security controls on other factors, such as the performance and management overheads, preventing wide adoption. Third, we are not aware of any prior work that reasons about retrofitting for auditing or for multiple security controls and their interactions.

Our insight is that advances in retrofitting software for security enable the development of a holistic framework for the assurance of security controls for defense in depth. While retrofitting pro-
grams for security is a challenging problem for any security control, recent advances in methods for retrofitting programs for security demonstrate what can be automated and how, distinguishing what can be computed from what intelligence programmers need to supply. The proposed approach takes a comprehensive view of the problem, with an emphasis on automated and interactive tools that developers can use to identify site-level security goals, explore the design space of security mechanisms, and retrofit legacy code to enforce security policies in a manner that can be machine-verified for assurance.

In this position paper, we examine the unification of three common security mechanisms — containment, authorization, and auditing — to assess how reasoning about defense in depth encompassing these three mechanisms may improve security assurance. First, we find that placing security controls for these mechanisms involves solving a set of common problems, so designing methods to solve those problems and to verify the effectiveness of the solutions may be reused. Second, we find that we can compose the validation of defense in depth for this combination of security controls, enabling assurance for defense in depth. Third, we find that runtime auditing can be leveraged for continuous improvement of the placement of security controls for defense in depth, ensuring that the controls can be optimized for the desired policies. We refer to completed research results where available, but a goal of this paper is to motivate reuse of common ideas across controls and integration of controls for improved security.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we examine the problem of designing programs to control access to program and system resources using multiple security controls. In Section 3, we provide an overview of how to use automated retrofitting of programs to produce validated security controls for defense in depth. In Sections 4 to 6, we explore the challenges in retrofitting programs for containment, authorization, and auditing independently. In Section 7, we outline the problem of unifying retrofitting methods for defense in depth and examine opportunities for assurance of defense in depth, including continuous improvement. In Section 8, we conclude the paper.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1 What Should Retrofitting for Defense in Depth Do?

When program vulnerabilities become too numerous, programmers may be motivated to make fundamental changes to their programs to add security controls. For Sendmail and OpenSSH, programmers found that the typical penetrate-and-patch approach to security was not keeping them ahead of adversaries, leading to complex retrofitting [?] or complete reimplementations [?, ?]. For programs that process resources belonging to multiple clients, such as servers and middleware, programmers often found that simple isolation approaches (e.g., sandboxes) were insufficient to protect data security and provide necessary functionality [?, ?]. We use the simple program below to demonstrate the problems.

```c
request_loop (client_data, private_data) {
    read(client_passwd, client_req);
    if (necessary ||
        compare_client(client_passwd, client_req))
        access_object(client_request, client_data);
}
```

The client request loop above is representative of many programs that require retrofitting. This program processes requests from multiple, mutually-untrusting clients (obtained by read) by: (1) comparing a client-supplied password (client_passwd) to the program's password database (private_data) in compare_client and (2) processing a client request (client_req) to access data managed by the program (client_data) in access_object. In this discussion, we assume that the program code is benign, but may have flaws that allow client input read by the program to permit unauthorized access. The first operation may cause vulnerabilities if the program allows client input to affect the program’s passwords or if some password data is leaked as a result of the comparison. The second operation may cause vulnerabilities if it allows any client unauthorized access to the client data of another client. Many programs perform these two types of operations, including operating systems, middleware, server programs, and even some user applications. For example, operating systems process many client requests (e.g., system calls) and process private operating system data that must not be manipulated by clients. On the other hand, browser applications also run programs from multiple sources (i.e., the browser’s clients), so they must control access to browser resources available to those programs and protect their private resources from leakage and unauthorized modification.

In this discussion, we will focus on retrofitting programs to control client access to security-sensitive operations, such as those in the program above that use the program's private data and client data.

We examine three kinds of security controls that are commonly used to achieve this goal. First, programmers may use containment to place protection boundaries that limit the ways that clients may access security-sensitive data. For example, the program above may be privilege-separated [?] into two modules running in separate processes: (1) one that receives client requests and provides access to client data using access_object and (2) another that runs compare_client that has access to the private data. Clients can only communicate directly with the first module, limiting the program flows that may reach or leak the private data.

Second, programmers use authorization to control access to program data. For example, the program above may be retrofitted with a reference validation mechanism that satisfies the reference monitor concept [?] to ensure correct enforcement of an access control policy governing which clients may access which client data and preventing leakage and unauthorized modification of private data, regardless of the complexity of the code in the compare_client and access_object functions. Reference validation mechanisms must be designed to enforce the data access policies expected by the programmer, whose goals may include least privilege [?], lattice policies [?], noninterference [?].

Third, programmers use auditing to collect information to aid intrusion detection retroactively for authorized operations. For example, clients authorized to run compare_client may still cause the private data to be leaked through some program flaw, so auditing could record the values of the authorized operation and the data returned to the client to enable later detection of whether leakage occurred. As can be seen, these security controls form three layers of defense, where containment limits client access at the boundaries, authorization within the program, and auditing follows authorized operations.

2.2 State-of-the-Art in Retrofitting Programs for Defense in Depth

Programmers retrofit programs with containment [?, ?, ?], authorization [?, ?, ?, ?], and auditing controls [?, ?] manually, which presents a variety of challenges. First, programmers must identify security-sensitive operations from low-level program constructs,
such as variables, data types, and statements. While the program above may be simple, real programs have hundreds of user-defined types and thousands of program statements. Despite the availability of several prototype reference monitor implementations, the Linux Security Modules framework \[\text{?}\] still contained several errors \[?, \text{?}\], even some that were not discovered until years later \[\text{?}\]. Second, programmers must determine where to apply controls to protect those security-sensitive operations, but they must be careful not to introduce high performance and management overheads. Programmers currently balance such functional and security requirements in an ad hoc way. If the variable necessary in the \texttt{request_loop} is usually true, then separating \texttt{compare_client} may be satisfactory, but otherwise large overheads may be incurred. As a result, retrofitting projects take several years, face delays that bring their purpose into question \[\text{?}\], and may reduce the scope of security controls to only known attacks \[\text{?}\]. Because of these challenges, only a few programs have been retrofit with all three security controls we investigate in this project.

Researchers have recognized the challenges facing programmers, but to date fail to address the most fundamental of those challenges. First, proposed methods to retrofit code still require programmers to identify security-sensitive operations from low-level code constructs, such as code patterns, data types, and variables that correspond to such operations \[?, \text{?}, \text{?}, \text{?}\]. For example, to automate placement for information flow control, all the relevant variables must be identified and assigned an accurate security label. Second, most current research only addresses functional concerns implicitly if at all. For example, some prior work aims to produce a “minimal” number of security controls \[?, \text{?}\], but these methods still introduce far more controls than added manually. Recent research has proposed a retrofitting method that uses functional and security constraints as input \[?, \text{?}\]. However, such constraints are written as traces in terms of program locations, still requiring significant program knowledge to get right (e.g., context sensitivity). Finally, none of the prior methods retrofit software with multiple security controls, possibly introducing spurious security code.

2.3 Goals for Retrofitting Programs for Defense in Depth

The goal is to develop a method that programmers can use to retrofit their programs with security controls for containment, authorization, and auditing that satisfy explicit security goals (e.g., policies to enforce) and are globally optimal relative to functional costs. Thus, we have two broad challenges: (1) develop the theory and techniques to retrofit multiple security controls optimally from program code, security goals, and functional concerns and their costs; and (2) reduce programmers effort for producing security goals and the costs of functional concerns sufficient to achieve desirable security in practice. Based on the limitations of prior research, we highlight the essential questions presented by these challenges:

- Can we design methods for identifying security-sensitive operations and security goals for programs that do not require detailed, manual analysis of program code?
- Can we design methods to retrofit programs with containment, authorization, and auditing security controls that enable verification that each type of security control enforces a program’s security goal with respect to that program’s security-sensitive operations?
- Can we design methods to optimize the functional cost of satisfying a security goal across containment, authorization, and auditing simultaneously?

Thus, an ideal retrofitting method would extract security-sensitive operations from \texttt{request_loop} and relate those operations to security goals, with detailed, manual code inspection or annotation by programmers. Using the security-sensitive operations and security goals, this ideal method should produce a retrofitted program that consumes minimal functional cost and verifiably satisfies those security goals for the security-sensitive operations.

3. APPROACH OVERVIEW

The goal is to retrofit a program to add a series of defensive security controls to protect program data from unauthorized access, specifically containment, authorization, and auditing. While there are many differences among these security controls, we find that retrofitting these security controls into programs requires solving four common problems:

- **Finding security-sensitive operations.** Each security control aims to mediate access to security-sensitive operations for different purposes (e.g., defining protection boundaries or logging such operations). While security-sensitive operations may differ for individual controls, we find that such operations share the ability to directly execute among unsafe choices. We propose a method based on finding the program statements where control and data “choices” are made using input from untrusted sources \[?\].

- **Relating security-sensitive operations to security goals using retrofitting policy.** We have found that simply mediating every security-sensitive operation creates unnecessary overhead for performance and policy management. Instead, programmers need a way to relate security goals to security-sensitive operations that does not require detailed, manual analysis of program code. We propose a method that programmers use interactively to find relationships between security-sensitive operations based on their impact on satisfying security goals \[?\], which we call a retrofitting policy.

- **Place controls for security goals.** Given a retrofitting policy, the goal is to transform the program to satisfy that policy while minimizing cost. While different transformations are applied for different types of security controls, choosing where to place security controls requires complete mediation of relevant program flows in all cases. We propose to explore use of \textit{program dependence graphs} \[\text{?}\] (PDGs) for reasoning about control and data flows uniformly for all security controls.

- **Verifying correct transformations.** Despite the use of different methods for placing transformation and distinct transformation primitives, each method transforms code to mediate security-sensitive operations for a security goal. We explore how to leverage formal methods, so that high assurance is obtained from our retrofitting framework. We plan to verify the correctness of the transformation methods proposed by building proofs of correctness inside Coq \[?\].

Figure 1 presents an overview of our proposed STRATA framework, which aims to implement the methods described above. The STRATA framework enables programmers to retrofit their programs with containment, authorization, and auditing security controls in two steps. In the first step, programmers interactively develop retrofitting policies for each of these security controls, leveraging methods to find security-sensitive operations and relate those operations to security goals for retrofitting policy. In the second step, automated methods transform programs with security controls to satisfy a composition of those retrofitting policies while minimizing cost and verify the correctness of such retrofitting across all
three security controls.

4. RETROFIT FOR AUTHORIZATION


Figure 1: STRATA framework for assurance of security controls for defense in depth
hook placements. For instance, if operation one subsumes operation two and if operation one dominates operation two in control flow, then the authorization hook for operation two is unnecessary (assuming an authorization hook for operation one is already there). Preliminary experiments on a variety of software, including the X server, databases, and the Linux kernel, demonstrate our methodology can reduce programmers’ effort for discovering their intended policies and can already reduce the number of access control hooks by 30% [2].

To further improve the reduction, more automatic methods are needed to discover retrofitting policies. To help programmers find relevant connections, STRATA must provide security and performance constraints and analyses that find pairs of security-sensitive operations that satisfy those constraints to suggest connections automatically (e.g., must enforce MLS policies, described above). If programmers agree with the high-level constraint, then they can select the resultant connections as a group, rather than one at a time. To date, we have proposed two constraints, one for security and one for performance. Given this experience, we feel it is necessary to investigate the effectiveness of other constraints and other methods for using those constraints. For example, roles [?1] define groups of permissions that are authorized for the same subjects, enabling the computation of equivalence relations. Sun et al. require role specifications as input [2], but probably role mining [4-7] will be useful for this problem.

We also feel that this approach applies to the setting of information flow. However, mediators for information flow perform different tasks than access control hooks, so the semantics of their connections will differ. For example, declassifiers allow subjects to receive a subset of the flow’s data. Further study is needed to investigate techniques to suggest possible types of declassifiers to programmers, based on types of sources and sinks and types of data that flow between them. One example suggestion is to say that flows between source s1 and sink d1 and between source s2 and sink d1 should use the same declassifier. Given these suggestions, programmers then decide what declassifier to apply and provide the actual declassification code (for example, the code for sanitizing SQL strings).

In addition, Strata needs multiple program analysis and transformation techniques to place authorization hooks automatically in programs. Given a retrofitting policy, the next step is to compute a minimal cost placement for authorization code that satisfies that policy. Previous work on access control hook placement relies on control dependence, whereas previous work on mediator placement relies on data dependence. However, information flow control often leads to fine-grained, non-intuitive mediation requirements, particularly for implicit flows [2]. In general, we believe considering both control and data dependence will be synergistic, but how exactly they interact for better hook placement will be a research question (especially in the case of implicit flows).

We feel that a uniform program representation, called program dependence graphs (PDGs [2]), will help this problem. A program’s PDG represents both the control dependence and data dependence of the program and can be extracted using efficient program analysis. We believe the benefit of PDGs is that it will enable a unified framework to compute better hook placements for a variety of security goals, from access control to explicit information flows to implicit information flows. For access control, the framework uses mostly the control dependence to reduce the number of hooks, but data dependence can be used to satisfy complete mediation without blocking authorized operations. For controlling explicit flows, the framework considers data-dependence edges to insert code that tracks data flows and taint checks or declassifiers at appropriate places. Implicit flows can be taken into account by considering both control and data dependence [2].

5. RETROFIT FOR CONTAINMENT

Experience shows that despite our best efforts at improving software security, adversaries may bypass defenses to achieve malicious goals. This is because software is often retrofit for security manually, using ad hoc techniques. These techniques are error-prone, and may leave avenues that adversaries can later exploit [2, 6, 7]. Vulnerabilities may remain despite our best efforts to retrofit software for security, especially if the requirements used during the retrofitting process evolve over time [2, 7]. Robust software assurance must therefore include a layer of defenses that confine adversaries, even if the system is compromised.

Much of today’s software is not written with the goal of confining adversaries. Most server applications as well as systems software are written as monolithic artifacts. Vulnerabilities in such systems have been exploited by adversaries to gain control over the entire server [7]. Until about five years ago, web browsers were also designed as monolithic systems. In such designs, the browser kernel, script parsers, renderers, and third-party plugins ran within the same protection domain. This design lead to many security attacks, wherein a vulnerability in a plugin often gave an adversary complete control over the browser [2, 7, 6, 6]. Motivated by such attacks, the browser industry has shifted its focus to compartmentalized or modular designs, in which browser subsystems execute within different protection domains. For example, Google Chrome uses different OS processes to sandbox web content on each tab, and also creates new OS processes to execute plugins and other third-party browser content.

Strata also follows this approach, and aims to automatically modularize software to enable attacker containment. Our overall goal is to retrofit a monolithic software system to adhere to two basic security principles: (1) Privilege Separation, which posits that resources that require different access rights must execute within different protection domains, and (2) Least Privilege, which posits that each module, running within its own protection domain, must only receive the privileges that it needs to accomplish its task. Together, these two principles ensure that the attack surface of the modularized software system is minimized, limiting the damage that an adversary can inflict if he were to obtain access to the system.

Strata will develop a number of techniques to retrofit software for attacker containment. First, it will provide a rich interface to specify resources that must be protected. Each of the specified resources will be contained within their own protection domain. Second, Strata will investigate efficient techniques to modularize software. The main performance cost of modularization is that method invocation, which is inexpensive in a monolithic software system, involves crossing protection domains. Strata rectifies this by optimizing for performance within the restrictions of the retrofitting policies. Third, in contrast to prior techniques that primarily used OS processes to define protection domains, Strata will consider a number of alternatives, including language-based protection, lightweight virtual machines, as well as enhanced OS APIs as protection domains, and will develop transformation techniques tailored to these domains. Strata will also include verification techniques that provide assurance on the correctness of the modularized code.

Approach Overview. In a retrofitting policy for software modularization, we identify connections between security-sensitive operations (as done for authorization). However, in this case the concept
of a connection has a negative connotation—A connection between two security-sensitive resources requires the two operations to be isolated in individual protection domains. Using the web browser as an example, a developer may identify a connection between the browsing history and network operations because browsing history should not be leaked over the network. The developer can then use the control and data dependencies from the PDG to iteratively identify statements in the software system that are connected and must therefore appear in separate protection domains.

In Strata, a developer additionally provides a performance cost model as part of the retrofitting policy. This model will allow developers to identify code paths that are frequently executed, e.g., using information gathered from runtime profiles, as well as the cost of crossing protection domains. The performance cost model identifies resources that could potentially be placed in the same protection domain to provide good performance in the modularized software system. The connections and cost model together provide a candidate retrofitting policy that is refined iteratively using code analysis. Such performance cost model can potentially be obtained automatically from profile information gathered at runtime.

Strata uses the candidate retrofitting policy identified above, together with static code analysis to identify possible module boundaries in the monolithic software system. This analysis has two goals. First, the modules identified by the analysis must satisfy all the connections, i.e., all program constructs manipulating connected resources must be isolated in separate modules. A program construct may be involved in accessing a pair of connected resources; in such cases, it may have to be replicated, with each replica serving one resource. Second, the overall performance cost of the modularization should be small. Program constructs manipulating unconnected resources can be co-located in the same protection domain, provided that the resulting costs of domain crossings is not excessive.

Strata casts the problem of identifying module boundaries as an optimization problem on the inter-procedural control-flow graph (CFG) of the monolithic software system. The edges of the CFG are annotated with weights from the performance cost model. The goal of the optimization then is to partition the graph into subgraphs so that: (a) nodes labeled with connected resources appear in separate subgraphs, and (b) the sum total of the edge weights crossing subgraphs is minimized. Nodes labeled with unconnected resources can appear in the same subgraph, and because there may be several such pairs of unconnected resources, the analysis has some flexibility in identifying module boundaries. Strata formulates this problem as one of finding a min-cost multicut in the directed graph denoted by the CFG [?].

Strata presents a ranked list of such boundaries, together with the estimated cost of the associated modularization, to the developers. The developers may interactively explore this design space before settling upon a retrofitting policy. Once the retrofitting policy has been identified, the developers must also supply a security policy, which specifies the permitted message interactions between modules separating a pair of connected resources. Such a policy could be developed interactively. The developers provide a candidate security policy, which will imply a set of security-sensitive operations and connections, resulting in a candidate retrofitting policy. The developer then iteratively refines the policy by observing the runtime behavior of the retrofitted system.

Once the developer has identified module boundaries, Strata transforms the code to enforce those boundaries. The main challenge in this step is to map software artifacts to the specific isolation primitives used, and to generate code to enable communication across protection domains. For example, if OS processes are used to modularize the system, Strata have to generate marshaling and de-marshaling code in each module, together with calls to the OS’s IPC primitives to enable communication. Strata will include a variety of isolation primitives, including OS processes (as in PrivTrans), Capsicum sandboxes [?], lightweight VMs and transactions [?], and language-level primitives, such as JavaScript’s Harmony modules [?]. Strata’s transformation component also generates code to enforce the security policy specified by the developer at module boundaries.

In preliminary work, we have developed a prototype of the above approach for web browser extensions. Such extensions are available aplenty for Mozilla Firefox and Google Chrome and allow end-users to enrich their web browsing experience. Extensions contain code (both JavaScript and native code) that not only interacts with untrusted content on web pages, but also with code that accesses system resources, such as the file system and the network. It is critical to provide adversary containment for such extensions, e.g., to ensure that an adversary that hijacks an extension via a malicious script on a web page is unable to access system resources.

These problems have motivated much work from browser vendors in developing new frameworks for extension development [?, ?] that encourage extension developers to modularize their code. However, few guidelines exist for developers to understand how best to modularize their code, and the process of creating modules is usually ad hoc. Moreover, browsers such as Firefox, which has only recently adopted modular extension development [?, ?], have legacy extensions that do not benefit from modularization.

We have applied modularization to legacy browser extensions, focusing first on Mozilla Firefox [?]. In this study, we transformed legacy extensions to benefit from the JetPack framework. We plan to extend this tool to also allow such extensions to operate atop Google Chrome, which uses different modularization primitives [?]. We also plan to apply our approach to traditional server software systems, such as the X server, OpenSSH, and the Apache web server.

6. RETROFIT FOR AUDITING

Retroactive security is the enforcement of security, or detection of security violations, after the execution of a process. By contrast, security mechanisms such as access control and information flow control enforce security either before or during execution. Years of experience with securing cyber systems has shown that retroactive security is necessary, in addition to protection-based mechanisms, since not all vulnerabilities can be predicted a priori or managed with prevention alone. Also, retroactive security can be used to hold entities accountable for their actions [?, ?, ?].

Auditing underlies retroactive security frameworks, and has become increasingly important to the theory and practice of cybersecurity and is essential for any defense in depth. However, auditing is error-prone, and difficult to get correct, in at least two ways. First, an audit log produced during execution must be an accurate record of all security-relevant events. Similar to missed access-control checks, it is easy for a programmer to accidentally omit the recording of all relevant events— for example, it has been shown that major health service informatics systems do not log sufficient information in light of guidelines for HIPAA policies [?]. Second, audit logs must be analyzed to detect security violations—a concern is often overlooked during development, resulting in “write only” logs that are never used for security enforcement.

Formal methods have been successful in addressing the second problem, and have been used to establish reliable foundations for analysis of audit logs [?, ?]. However, little attention has been paid to the first problem: assuring correctness of the audit log. Such
assurances are essential for assuring any sort of security analysis based on auditing. Our goals here then are (1) to obtain a semantics of audit logging so that assurances can be meaningfully and rigorously obtained for auditing policies, and (2) to define policy-driven retrofitting tools for audit log generation, that provably respect the semantics of input logging policies.

An Illustrative Example. Consider a medical records system at a hospital. Some patients’ records are marked as sensitive. To ensure that medical staff has timely access to patient information (e.g., accessing a patient’s record when they are admitted to the emergency room), the system allows access to any record by medical staff. The system does not enforce access control restrictions, and allows medical staff to read from medical records, and send the record to others. To ensure that staff do not violate this trust and only use their access appropriately, the system should record in a log when a user reads and subsequently sends a sensitive medical record.

The medical records system must be instrumented to generate the appropriate logs. However, if instrumentation strategies are informal, then the intended policy may not be implemented. For example, developers may just “eyeball” the code to identify where a medical record may be sent and insert code to record this event in the audit log. But this strategy might record false positives if it is not statically known that a secure file is read, prior to the send. It can also lose information, since it may be difficult to statically predict sequences of function calls, especially in the presence of features such as dynamic dispatch.

Observe that the problem is not with the manner in which the audit log is queried, but rather with the way the audit log itself is generated. In particular, the instrumentation of the program does not properly realize the intended logging policy. Here is a more precise textual specification of what should be recorded in the log, which we call \( LP_H \):

\[
LP_H : \text{Record in the log information associated with a remote send by a medical staff member, if a sensitive file was read by that staff member prior to the send.}
\]

Subsequently, if system administrators discover that sensitive information is being leaked to some remote location, they may desire to ask the following audit query, which we call \( AQ_H \):

\[
AQ_H : \text{Retrieve all destination addresses of remote sends by medical staff in the log file.}
\]

However, note that while administrators expect that the answer to \( AQ_H \) will return e.g. every relevant potential recipient of sensitive information, this is the case only if \( LP_H \) has been instrumented correctly. If logging is incomplete, for example, then some potential recipients may be missed. If logging is overzealous, some legitimate recipients of sensitive information may be erroneously flagged. In other words, the connection between audit queries and log-generating processes is the manner in which programs are instrumented to generate logs, and correctness of logging instrumentation is vital for auditing assurances. By “instrumented”, we mean the functionality that is added to code specifically to generate logs.

Approach Overview. We advocate for retrofitting approaches to auditing, since such tools can assure correct audit log generation even for untrusted code. That is, if retrofitting tools can be shown to correctly instrument any input program to support some class of logging policies, correctness of generated audit logs is automatically ensured. Clearly, a formal semantics of audit logging is necessary to establish correctness of retrofitting strategies.

We regard an audit log as a piece of information that is a refinement of the information contained in a process. Thus, the proper meaning of an auditing policy is as a kind of operation over information structures. With this view, it is natural to pursue a semantics of auditing based on information algebra [?, ?], which is a generalized framework for information systems. Information algebra has been shown to capture systems such as relational algebra, predicate logic, and linear systems. Aside from the philosophical appeal of realizing an auditing semantics in this general theory, an information algebra formulation has a number of technical advantages. For example, relations between distinct information algebras have been established, so the FOL-centric results in this paper can be ported to other systems, e.g. relational databases. Significantly, audit algebras enjoy a partial information ordering, denoted \( \leq \), that allows comparison of information pieces wrt their information content. This ordering is crucial in relating audit logs with logging policy semantics, and establishing notions of soundness and completeness of retrofitting. Although the former is concrete, whereas the latter is abstract, they can be related by the information they contain.

In more detail, we argue that the semantics of a particular logging policy \( LP \), which is specified in some formal language, be defined as an operation in a complete program trace. That is, for any program \( p \), the semantics of a logging policy are a refinement of \( p \)’s complete execution trace, denoted \( \text{traceof}(p) \). This refinement can be specified as an information algebraic operation we call \( \text{genlog} \) that takes as input \( \text{traceof}(p) \) and \( LP \), so that:

\[
\text{genlog}(\text{traceof}(p), LP)
\]
denotes the intended semantics of a logging policy \( LP \) for a given program \( p \).

Given this semantic definition, as well as notions of information ordering available in information algebras, we can meaningfully define correctness of retrofitting strategies. Let \( \text{retro} \) be some retrofitting strategy, that takes as input programs \( p \) and a logging policy \( LP \), where we assume that \( LP \) is selected from some nonempty set of logging policies \( P \) that the strategy supports. We write:

\[
\text{retro}(p, LP) \sim L
\]
to denote that the log \( L \) is generated by executing the program \( p' \) that results from instrumenting the program \( p \) to support the logging policy \( LP \). We say that \( \text{retro} \) is sound if \( L \) represents a subset of information in \( \text{genlog}([\text{traceof}(p), LP]) \), and \( \text{retro} \) is complete if \( \text{genlog}([\text{traceof}(p), LP]) \)’s information content is contained in \( L \)’s. More precisely, we have:

**Definition 1.** A retrofitting strategy \( \text{retro} \) is sound for \( P \) iff for all \( p \in L \) and \( LP \in P \), we have that \( L \leq \text{genlog}(p, LP) \), where \( \text{retro}(p, LP) \sim L \).

**Definition 2.** A retrofitting strategy \( \text{retro} \) is complete for \( P \) iff for all \( p \in L \) and \( LP \in P \), we have \( \text{genlog}(p, LP) \leq L \), where \( \text{retro}(p, LP) \sim L \).

In work so far, we have defined a language of logging policies based on first order logic (FOL), and have formalized a notion of program traces expressed as sets of temporally ordered FOL formulae. These definitions, along with additional constructions, obtain an information algebraic framework in which audit logging can be endowed with a semantics defined in terms of algebraic operations. We have also defined a retrofitting strategy for a core functional calculus that supports an interesting class of logging policies, the so-called surveillance policies. This strategy has been verified to be sound and complete, in the information algebraic sense described above, using the Coq framework.
In ongoing work, our immediate research targets include developing retrofitting strategies for realistic programming languages with correctness assurances, as well as type-directed optimizations. These optimizations will be based on our previous work on temporarily-sensitive typing analyses [?].

7. VALIDATING DEFENSE IN DEPTH

Building on methods to validate security controls for authorization, containment, and auditing, we identify three advantages to reasoning about all three in unison. The first advantage is that we may be able to optimize the use of security controls by eliminating redundant controls. For example, authorization may reliably control all adversary flows from one module to another, which may eliminate the need to separate those modules. The second advantage is that the actual runtime use of the program may motivate changes in security controls that improve security. For example, logging downgraded data could show that the downgrading task is more common and more complex than envisioned, motivating changes in the retrofitting policies to enact more authorization and/or containment. Finally, the third advantage is that assurance can encompass all three controls, providing a comprehensive validation of enforcement. We plan to develop formal verification techniques to certify the correctness of retrofitting, similar to Compcert [?] and Vellvm [?, ?].

Thus, we propose a unified framework for retrofitting programs for defense in depth spanning all three security controls. Figure 1 shows the expected high-level design of the STRATA framework. In this task, we will explore methods for step two, unified retrofitting. This step receives retrofitting policies for each of the three security controls, plus the program code and optional feedback from deployed security controls. The output from this step is the program code retrofitted for authorization, containment, and auditing that satisfies the retrofitting policies and is optimal with respect to the costs of the controls.

Unified policy representation. A distinct benefit of designing a multi-layered security framework from the ground up is the opportunity to unify and synthesize policies across layers. For example, authorization and auditing policies can be synthesized to ensure auditing, and thus retroactive accountability, if certain authorization conditions are not met by actors. Such a policy was already suggested in Section 6. A unified policy representation, capturing properties at each layer, can be used to specify this.

Key to enabling unified retrofitting is a uniform denotation of retrofitting policies across STRATA levels. Authorization, containment, and auditing all refer to subjects (to be controlled), objects (that may be accessible to subjects or may have security requirements), program flows (control, data, and traces), and security policies. We argue that it would be beneficial to apply a single language to express retrofitting policies at each layer. One option is to express security controls in terms of automata. For example, I/O automata are labeled transition models for asynchronous concurrent systems [?]; they are typically used to describe the behavior of a system interacting with its environment. In I/O-automata-based models of monitoring, the system (node) to be monitored and the monitor are represented as I/O automata, with the input and output actions of each automaton representing their interaction with the environment and each other. Security policies are defined in terms of allowed or disallowed executions (traces). Using I/O automata, we can capture requirements on input (e.g., control of various subjects to that input), output (e.g., the impact of the operation on the security of the object), and trace effects (e.g., logging in particular states). Further, extensions to I/O automata have been proposed to represent probabilistic policies [?] and model cost [?], so this approach could capture a variety of whole-system enforcement scenarios. A remaining challenge is to ensure that I/O automata are at least translatable to resident policy languages at each STRATA layer.

Optimization via synthesized transformations. Policies specify the semantics of security mechanisms, but uniform policies will also enable the implementation of policies via program constructs that leverage connections between layers. As a retrofitting policy is defined to be a set of connections among a set of program constructs, the goal of this task is two-fold: (1) produce a single set of program constructs from the three control-specific sets and (2) produce a single set of connections among them from three control-specific sets. While the naive approach to union the three construct and connection sets to form a multi-control retrofitting policies can yield a solution if one exists, it may miss opportunities to find better solutions. For example, if the same constructs are identified for containment and authorization, then a sub-optimal solution that employs containment to isolate the constructs when authorization effectively blocks illegal data can be eliminated. We will explore automated analyses to identify such opportunities. For example, we will explore methods to identify such dominance relations across controls. Recall that programmers produce retrofitting policies interactively with STRATA, so such analyses must be meaningful to programmers. Ultimately, we would like programmers to “program” the retrofitting policy interactively with STRATA.

The problem of transformation takes a program, a retrofitting policy, and a cost function and produces a retrofitted program that satisfies the retrofitting policy for the minimal cost. For individual controls, the cost function focuses on only one dimension at a time, but since different controls apply different cost metrics we must consider transformation as a multi-dimensional optimization where the retrofitting policy implies a set of constraints.

Improving retrofitting policies continuously. The goal of continuous improvement is to use knowledge of how programs are actually run to reduce the risks taken by the trade-off of security with functional concerns proactively. To address this problem, we will leverage the unification of security controls to collect information for guiding improvements to the security controls themselves. The problem is analogous to auditing, except that rather than looking for intrusions we will try to estimate the risks introduced by security controls quantitatively to identify those most in need of revision. This is sometimes called feedback in the systems literature. For the auditing example on downgrading, we may estimate risk by the percentage of data to redact or number of decisions necessary to identify the data to redact. Using these quantitative metrics we may identify more (fewer) program constructs in need of control or eliminate (add) connections that are violated (satisfied) in practice, resulting in more (fewer) security controls. In addition, we will explore methods to make retrofitting changes based on such findings automatically, leading to agile retrofitting of programs as they execute.

Verifying transformations. Having retrofitted software for defense in depth, how can we show that the retrofitted system preserves the functionality of the original software system? In fact, we are interested in demonstrating that the behavior of the retrofitted system is a subset of the monolithic original, with omitted behaviors being those excluded by a security policy.

In general, proving correctness of program transformations is a difficult challenge, one that has remained open for several decades, e.g., the quest to produce provably correct compilers and program optimizers. However, over the last few years, there have been im-
pressive developments in this domain, thanks to advances in interactive theorem proving systems and SMT solvers.

We plan to build upon this line of research to build a verified retrofitting pipeline. One approach that we plan to explore is the use of Coq [7] to achieve the goal of verified transformations. Coq is an interactive proof assistant that allows co-development of program transformations, themselves expressed in Coq, together with their proofs of correctness. Transformations can be developed iteratively with their proofs, using the Coq system to debug the transformations or their proofs as errors are discovered. Thus, when the transformation has been fully specified, it is also accompanied with a machine-checkable proof of correctness. This approach was recently used in Vellvm [?, ?] to prove the correctness of several optimizations within LLVM. As has been noted in Section 6, we have already used Coq to verify a retrofitting strategy for auditing in preliminary work.

8. CONCLUSIONS

Even when programmers decide to add the security controls necessary to implement defense in depth, they face many practical challenges. First, Defenses are often added manually, using an ad hoc process. Second, each security control typically uses its own policies and mechanisms, so the manual process has to be repeated for each control. Third, it is difficult to prove that a manual deployment of security controls provides an advertised level of assurance. Recent work on methods to retrofit legacy code with security controls has begun to address some of these issues, but these methods still require significant manual effort, do not explicitly map security goals to program code, and they do not reason about multiple security controls. In this paper, we propose the STRATA framework for retrofitting legacy code for authorization, containment, and auditing security controls. The STRATA framework implements a comprehensive view of assurance, with an emphasis on automated and interactive tools that developers can use to identify site-level security goals, in terms of a retrofitting policy, and retrofit legacy code to enforce security policies in a manner that can be machine-verified for assurance. We show how security controls can be retrofit individually by STRATA and how STRATA enables optimization, continuous improvement, and assurance across multiple security controls. We show that by reasoning about defense in depth a variety of advantages can be obtained, including optimization, continuous improvement, and assurance across multiple security controls.
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